ABBREVIATIONS

ABI. (ABORI) — Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona.

AGI. — Ancient Geography of India by Sir Alexander Cunningham.

Ain. — Ain-i-Akbari (if reference is to Persian text, the word "text" is added; if to Blochmann and Jarret's translation, "trans." is added).

Ait. Ar. — Aitareya Āraṇyaka.


An. SS. — Ānandaśrīrama Sanskrit Series.

AR. — See RA.

AS. — Archaeological Survey Reports of the different Circles. (The initial letter of the Circle is added within ordinary brackets).


ASC. — Archaeological Survey Reports, by Sir A. Cunningham.


ASM. — Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India

Auf.-Cat. — Catalogus Catalogorum by T. Aufrecht, Leipzig 1891.

Banerjea-Icon. — Development of Hindu Iconography by J. N. Banerjea, Calcutta University 1941.

BCL.-Cat. — Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in Baroda Central Library.

Beal-Life. — The Life of Hiuen Tsang by the Shaman Hwui Li. Tr. by S. Beal. London 1911.


Belv.-Lectures on Vedānta by S. K. Belvalkar.

Belv.-Phil. — History of Indian Philosophy by S. K. Belvalkar.


Ben-SS. — Benares Sanskrit Series.

BG. — Bombay Gazetteer.

B. GS.-Cat. — Catalogue of Mss. in Gujarat, Sindh etc. by G. Buhler.

Bhandarkar-List. — A List of Inscriptions of Northern India (Appendix to EI.).
Abbreviations


Bhatt.-Cat.—Catalogue of Sculptures in the Dacca Museum by N. K. Bhattacharji.

Bh.—Bāṅgalī Itīhāsa, Part I, 2nd ed. (in Bengali) by R. D. Banerji.

Bibl. Ind.—Bibliotheca Indica. Published by the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.


BSS.—Bombay Sanskrit Series.

Bu-ston.—History of Buddhism by Bu-ston. Tr. E. Obermiller Heidelberg 1932.

Cal. SS.—Calcutta Sanskrit Series.


Chatterji-Lang.—The Origin and Development of the Bengali Language by Suniti Kumar Chatterji. Calcutta University 1926.

CHI.—Cambridge History of India.

CII.—Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum.


CP.—Copper-plate (s).

CS.—Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series.

DB.—Dayabhāga of Jīmūtavāhana (Pages refer to the English tr. by H. T. Colebrooke).

De-Poetics.—Sanskrit Poetics by S. K. De.

DG.-Phil.—History of Indian Philosophy by S. N. Dasgupta.

DHNI.—Dynastic History of Northern India by H. C. Ray.

DOT.—Dacca University Oriental Texts Series.

DR.—Dacca Review.

DUS.—Dacca University Studies.

E & D.—The History of Muhammadan India as told by its own Historians. Ed. Elliot and Dowson.

Edelst.—Edelsteinmine by A. Grunwedel. Petrograd 1914.


EHB.—Early History of Bengal by F. J. Monahan.

EHBp.—The Early History of Bengal by Pramode Lal Paul. Calcutta 1939.
EHBR.—The Early History of Bengal by R. C. Majumdar. Dacca University 1924.

EHI.—The Early History of India by V. A. Smith.

EI.—Epigraphia Indica.

EISMS.—Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture by R. D. Banerji. Delhi 1933.

Ep. Carn.—Epigraphia Carnatica.

ERE.—Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.


Gait.—A History of Assam by Sir Edward Gait.

GL.—Gauḍa-lekha-mālā (in Bengali) by Akshaya Kumar Maitreya.

GOS.—Gaekwad Oriental Series.

GP.—Gurjara-Pratīhāras by R. C. Majumdar (published in JL. x).

GR.—Gauḍa-rāja-mālā (in Bengali) by Ramaprasad Chanda.


HK.—History of Kāmarūpa by K. L. Barua.


HSL.—Haraprasāda-sāṃvardhana-lekhamālā (in Bengali). Published by VSP.

Hunter.—Statistical Account of Bengal by W. W. Hunter. 20 Vols.

IA.—Indian Antiquary, Bombay.


IC.—Indian Culture, Calcutta.

IHI.—An Imperial History of India in a Sanskrit Text, by K. P. Jayaswal.

IHQ.—Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta.

IMC.—see CCIM.

IMP.—Inscriptions of the Madras Presidency, by V. Rangacharya.

IP.—Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow by Sarat Chandra Das.

I-tsing.—A Record of the Buddhist Religion by I-tsing. Tr. by J. Takakusu.

**Abbreviations**

**JAHRs.**—Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundry.


**JARS.**—Journal of the Assam Research Society, Gauhati.

**JASB.**—Journal of the (Royal) Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

**JBOs.**—Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Patna.


**JGIS.**—Journal of the Greater India Society, Calcutta.

**JIH.**—Journal of Indian History, Madras.


**JL.**—Journal of the Department of Letters, Calcutta University.

**JOR.**—Journal of Oriental Research, Madras.


**JRASBL.**—Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Third Series, Letters, Calcutta.

**Kam. Sas.**—Kāmarūpa-sāsanāvali (in Bengali), by Padmanath Bhattacharya.

**Kav.-Bibl.**—History and Bibliography of Nyāya-Vaiśeshika Literature, by Gopinath Kaviraj.

**Keith-Drama.**—Sanskrit Drama, by Sir A. B. Keith.

**Keith-Lit.**—History of Sanskrit Literature, by Sir A. B. Keith.

**KS.**—Kashmir Sanskrit Texts, Allahabad.

**KV.**—Kāla-viveka of Jīmūttavāhana (Bibl. Ind.)

**Levi-Népal.**—Le Népal, by Sylvain Lévi.

**Lüders-List.**—A List of Brāhmi Inscriptions other than those of Asoka, by Heinrich Lüders (Appendix to *EI. X.*).

**MASB.**—Memoirs of the (Royal) Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

**M. Cat.**—Descriptive Catalogue of Mss. in Madras Government Oriental Library.


**Mitra-Notices.**—Notices of Sanskrit Manuscripts by Rajendra Lal Mitra.


Abbreviations

Nasiri.—Tabaqat-i-Nasiri. Tr. by H. Raverty.
NIA.—New Indian Antiquary, Bombay.
NSP.—Nirāya-sāgara Press.
Num. Suppl.—Numismatic Supplement to JASB.
Orissa.—Orissa, by R. D. Banerji.
OTF.—Oriental Translation Fund (of RAS.).
Pag Sam Jon Zang.—Pag Sam Jon Zang of Sumpa Tshang-Po
Paharpur.—Excavations at Paharpur, Bengal, by K. N. Dikshit
(ASM. No. 55).
PB.—Pālas of Bengal, by R. D. Banerji (MASB. Vol. V)
PCB.—K. B. Pathak Commemoration Volume.
PHAI.—Political History of Ancient India by H. C. Ray-
chaudhuri.
PAC.—Proceedings of the Indian History Congress.
Proc. ASB.—Proceedings of the (Royal) Asiatic Society of
Bengal.
PRP.—Prāyāṣchitta-prakaraṇa of Bhaṭṭa Bhavadeva. Ed.
Girish Chandra Vidyāratna. Published by VRS.
PSC.—Proceedings of the Indian Science Congress.
PTOC.—Proceedings and Transactions of the All-India Oriental
Conference.
RA. (AR.).—The Rāṣṭrakūtas and Their Times by A. S.
Altekar.
Rao-Icon.—Elements of Hindu Iconography, by T. A. Gopinath
Rao.
RC.—Ramacharita of Sandhyākara Nandī.
RC.².—Ramacharita. Ed. Haraprasad Sastri (MASB. v).
RC.².—Ramacharita. Ed. R. C. Majumdar, R. G. Basak and
N. G. Banerji. Published by VRS.
Renn.—Bengal Atlas by J. Rennell.
R. Phil.—History of Indian Philosophy by Sir S. Radhakrishnan.
RT.—Rājatarāṅgiṇī of Kalhaṇa. (Tr. indicates translation by
Stein).
Saraswati-Sculpture.—Early Sculpture of Bengal, by Sarasi
Kumar Saraswati (Reprinted from JL. XXX).
Sastri-Cat.—Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. in the
Government Collection under the care of the (Royal)
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta. By MM. Haraprasad Sastri.
SIA.—Studies in Indian Antiquities, by H. C. Raychaudhuri.
SII.—South Indian Inscriptions.
Abbreviations

SPP.—Sāhitya Parishat Patrika (in Bengali), Calcutta.
SPS.—Sanskrit Sāhitya Parishat Series, Calcutta.
Sumpā.—see Pag Sam Jon Zang.
Takakusub—Tsing.—see I-tsing.
Tantras.—Studies in the Tantras, by Prabodh Chandra Bagchi.
Tar.—Tāranātha, 'Geschichte des Buddhismus in Indien. German tr. by A. Schiefler.
Tar.—Ges.—see Tar.
TK.—History of Kanauj, by R. S. Tripathi.
TSS.—Trivandrum Sanskrit Series.
V. Cat.—Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit Mss. in the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society by H. D. Velankar.
VJI.—Vaṅgṛṭ Jātiya Itihāsa, Rājanya-kānda (in Bengali), by Nagendranath Vasu.
VP.—Śrīvijay-vilāsa Press.
VRS.—Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi.
VRS. M.—Monograph of the VRS.
VSP.—Vaṅgṛṭya Sāhitya Parishat, Calcutta.
VSP.-Cat.—Handbook to the Sculptures in the VSP. Museum, by Manomohan Ganguly. (This abbreviation has also been used in Ch. xi as indicating Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss. in VSP.)
VSS.—Vizianagram Sanskrit Series.
Watters.—On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India, by T. Watters.
Wint.-Lit.—History of Sanskrit Literature, by M. Winternitz (English tr. of Wint.-Gesch). Published by Calcutta University.
WZKM.—Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenländes, Vienna.